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Abstract
How do you design an instructionalvideogame that is fun? This paper proposes a method for doing so by blending two-different 
conceptual systems: fun and instructional.The general method consists of four steps. First, identify a successful video game. 
Second, analyze a player’s avatar, tools, actions and goals in that game, abstracting them as variables in a frame—this is the fun 
conceptual system. Third, describe the concepts you want the player to learn, both declarative and procedural knowledge—this is 
the instructional conceptual system. Fourth, blend the values from the instructional conceptual system into the frame for the fun 
conceptual system.I apply this method to the design of a fun video game based on a virtual energy world.
© 2015The Authors.Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of AHFE Conference.
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1. Introduction
How do you design an instructional videogame that is both educational and fun?Today’s most popular video 
games are entertaining, but none of them educate players on either science, technology, engineering, or math topics 
to any significant degree.To answer this question, we must first understand the mechanisms that make video games 
fun, then somehow harness these mechanisms for educational purposes.
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1.1. Perspectives on why video games are fun
Malone [1] argued that video games were fun because they incorporated informational complexity, 
responsiveness, challenge, fantasy, and curiosity.Squire [2] argued that fun in gameswas achieved by balancing a 
number of game elements including: story, obstacles, rewards, character traits, and both competition & collaboration 
with other players.
I take an evolutionary perspective on why video games are fun. In particular, I believe video games, and games in 
general, allow us to practice—in a safe environment—those cognitive and motor skills that had survival advantages
for “primitive” people.There are three such skills: (1) recognizing and learning how to react appropriately to stimuli; 
(2) forming mental models of the world based on our experiences, and using these models to imagine reactions to 
our actions; and (3) manipulating the environment to transform hard tasks into easy tasks.For example, a primitive 
person who had developed pattern recognition skills could recognize potential prey or predatorshiding camouflaged
in bushes.Creating mental models of animal behaviors would facilitate capturing or avoiding them. Finally, learning 
how to manipulate the environment was key to building tools, traps, shelters, and other advantageous artifacts. Note 
that these three skills correspond to the three abilities that cognitive scientists like Rumelhart et al.[3] claim are 
essential for logical thinking.Developing all three skills assumes a person is exploring and interacting with his or her 
environment. 
Primitive people that enjoyed practicing these skills, would have a survival advantage over those that did 
not.Thus, evolved an innate enjoyment of activities that developed those skills.Video games develop those skills, 
albeit virtually, and therefore co-opt this innate sense of enjoyment.While some video games, like Tetris, focus 
mainly on pattern-recognition skills, more advanced games like open-world, role-playing games develop all three 
skills.
1.2. A four-step process for harnessing fun in video games for education, by blending two conceptual systems
The problem is that these theories on why video games are fun, are not actionable.They provide guidelines but 
not specifics on how to design an educational video game.I propose a four step process:
1. First identify a fun video game.I take a market-based approach toidentifying fun video games. The idea is 
straightforward: a video game with high sales is “fun”,otherwise people would not buy it.Thus, select a popular 
game for analysis.
2. Analyze the actions and goals that players must perform,along with the avatar and any tools used by the avatar, 
and abstract them as variables in schemata [3], or “frames” for short.A frame is a flexible organization of 
knowledge with variables for recognition and action, which people use to guide their behavior in situations.The 
classic example of a frame is the restaurant script. This frame allows us to go into almost any restaurant, identify 
the appropriate artifacts (menus) and actors (waiters and waitresses), and to act appropriately (order, tip).The 
video game avatar-tools-action-goal frame is the fun conceptual system.
3. Describe the instructional concepts you want the player to learn.This typically consists of facts (declarative 
knowledge), and formulas or processes (procedural knowledge). This is the instructional conceptual system.
4. Blend the variables in the fun conceptual system (step 2) with the values from the instructional conceptual system 
(step 3).
2. Background: The virtual energy world—an educational 3D simulation that is not fun
The motivation for this research was an instructional 3D virtual world that my research lab developed, which was 
educational but not fun.The Virtual Energy World (www.virtualenergyworld.com) is a 3D interactive visualization 
developed by the Reality Augmented Virtual Environment Lab at the University of New Mexico, as part of the 
National Science Foundation’s Sustainable Energy Pathways Through Education & Technology program [1].The 
goal is to educate teenage students—middle-school through college freshmen—on their renewable & sustainable 
energy options, as well as to develop energy management & conservation skills.
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2.1. The basic operation of the Virtual Energy World
Similar to other 3D virtual worlds, after a user selects an avatar, he or she can enter the virtual world (see Fig. 1), 
and interact with objects in the environment. The key object is the house.Users are assigned a house that they can 
enter by clicking on the door of their house (see Fig. 2).It is inside a user’s home where an energy-themed virtual 
world starts to differ from other virtual worlds.Specifically, appliances in non-energy-themed virtual worlds are 
largely decorative and do not consume energy.In an energy-themed virtual world, appliances have states (see Fig. 3), 
and when they are on they can consume variable amounts of energy.
2.2. Learning in the Virtual Energy World
The Virtual Energy World is designed to be a continually evolving platform for instructing users on renewable 
and sustainable energy management & conservation issues in a more immersive and interactive manner than current 
information sources.The instructional goal of the initial implementation is to help users understand the power 
requirements, or wattages, of various household appliances.
Fig. 1.An avatar in a virtual world, depicting a neighborhood.
Fig. 2. A common interaction, clicking on a house’s door brings the avatar inside the house.
Fig. 3.In an energy-themed virtual world, appliances have states.In this example, off is denoted by a red outline and on by a green outline.
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Fig. 4.The microwave is “on” as denoted by the green outline, and the number 750 superimposed over it indicates that it is consuming 750 watts 
of power. The 4160 watts in the upper-right corner is the total wattage of the stove, microwave, refrigerator, fan, and blender.
Users can learn about appliance power requirements in two modes.In free-form mode, users can wander around 
their homes, examine various appliance wattages, and switch appliances on and off.As each appliance is switched, 
the virtual world displays total power usage.In quest mode, the virtual world asks users to perform various actions 
on appliances, or to answer questions related to power requirements.In a classroom environment, teachers can create 
quests for their students either to instruct students on appliance power requirements or to test knowledge of 
appliance wattages.
Users switch appliances on and off by either clicking or tapping on their visual representations. Appliance on/off 
state is denoted by a colored border, with green indicating “on” and red indicating “off.”Users can reveal the 
wattages of appliances by either hovering the mouse pointer over an appliance or tapping & holding an 
appliance.The virtual world will then superimpose the wattage over the appliance along with the total power used in 
the upper-right corner (see Fig. 4).
The current implementation of the Virtual Energy World provides a minimum feature set for learning about 
power issues at the household level, in an immersive and interactive manner.The problem is that while it may look 
like a video game, it is not a fun one—it is an instructional virtual world that mirrors closely the actual world.To 
understand how to make it fun, we analyze a successful 3D video game.
3. Steps 1 and 2: The fun conceptual system
We analyze the goals and actions of a successful 3D video game, and abstract them as variables in a frame. That 
game is Bloodborne.
3.1. An analysis of character, goals and actions in Bloodborne
Bloodborne is a third-person, 3D fantasy-action role-playing videogame developed by From Software.Your 
avatar is a “Hunter”—armed with both a striking and a projectile weapon—whose ultimate goal is to find and defeat 
a large and powerful monster (“final boss”).But in order to find the final boss you, as player, must direct your avatar 
to explore a complex Victorian-Gothic styled 3D virtual world (see Fig. 5-left)—collecting artifacts and acquiring 
the experience needed to defeat the final boss.Obstacles to exploration include locked gates (see Fig. 5-middle), and 
smaller, but no less dangerous, monsters (see Fig. 5-right).Thus, in order to progress, you must find the keys & 
levers that unlock the gates, and you must defeat the numerous monsters along the way. Doing so unlocks other 
areas like forests & towns that you can explore, each of which is guarded by a large powerful monster (“area boss”) 
that you must defeat to progress to the next area.
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a b c
Fig. 5.Bloodborne’s dark, Victorian-Gothic 3D virtual world.(a)You play as a hunter, armed with a striking weapon and a gun. (b)A locked gate. 
(c) A bonfire with a group of monsters you must defeat to progress.
The constant exploration and battle has benefits for both you and your avatar.For your avatar, exploration and 
battle yields new weapons, consumables (like anti-poison potions), and the power levels needed to beat the 
bosses.For you, the player, the constant monster battles hone the eye-hand coordination skill needed to beat both 
area bosses and the final boss. One such strategy is shown in figures 6 and 7. In this strategy you learn to recognize 
and bait an attack (Fig. 6-left&middle). Once baited, you respond by dashing past the monster (Fig. 6-right), then 
defeating the monster by striking it from behind (Fig. 7-left).Defeating a monster rewards you with “blood echoes” 
(smoke in Fig.7-right), which is a kind of currency that you can use to buy artifacts—weapons, clothing, potions, 
among others—or to increase your avatar’s power.
3.2. Abstracting the goals and actions as variables in a frame
Users must do five categories of actions to complete Bloodborne: (1) defeat the final boss; (2) defeat the area 
bosses; (3) explore areas looking for keys, short cut levers, and paths to bosses; (4) defeat monsters encountered 
during exploration; (5) level-up their avatars using the currency and artifacts discovered during exploration and 
encounters. Table 1 summarizes the avatar-tool-goal-action frame for Bloodborne.
a b c
Fig. 6.A basic strategy.(a)Encounter a monster; (b) Bait an attack, denoted by the raised axe. (c)Dash behind.
a b
Fig 7.A basic strategy (cont.) (a)Attack the monster from behind.(b) Collect “blood echoes” (denoted by smoke), a kind of currency that the 
player can exchange for either artifacts or increased avatar power.
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Table 1.Bloodborneavatar-tool-goal-action frame.
Avatar-Tool-Goal-Action 
Variables
Game Values
Avatar Hunter class
Tool (Weapons) Striking, projectile
Tool (Consumables) Health potions, daggers, et al.
Game Goal Defeat final boss
Sub-Goals Defeat area bosses
Explore Find keys, shortcut levers, paths to bosses
Encounter Defeat monsters encountered during 
exploration
Level-up Increase avatar’s abilities and artifacts
4. Steps 3 and 4: The instructional conceptual system, and sample blending
One important goal of the Virtual Energy World is to educate players on energy management & conservation 
skills.The instructional conceptual system, at minimum, consists of: (a) the declarative knowledge of different 
appliance wattages; and (b) the procedural knowledge for summing wattages.
To make this virtual energy world into a fun game, we reuse the avatar-tool-goal-action frame from Bloodborne, 
and blend values from the Virtual Energy World.Blending means substituting objects and actions in the Virtual 
Energy World for those in Bloodborne.Some of these actions and objects currently exist in the Virtual Energy 
World, while others must be developed.Table 2 proposes one such blend.
Table 2.Blending Virtual Energy World values into the avatar-tool-goal-action frame for 
Bloodborne.
Avatar-Tool-Goal-Action 
Variables
Virtual Energy World 
Values
Comparison: 
Bloodborne Values
Avatar Agent class Hunter class
Tool (Weapons) Stun gun, energy 
scanner
Striking weapon, gun
Tool (Consumables) Electricity Potions, daggers, et al.
Game goal Power neighborhood Defeat final boss
Sub goals Power individual houses Defeat area bosses
Explore Find keys needed to 
enter houses, and energy 
for powering houses
Find keys, shortcut 
levers, paths to bosses
Encounter Defeat vandals stealing 
power, yielding energy 
for powering houses.
Defeat monsters 
encountered during 
exploration
Level-Up Increase avatar’s energy 
storage capabilities.
Increase avatar’s 
abilities and artifacts
4.1. Explanation
Rather than having players defeat a final boss as the game goal, which would be unrealistic, the game goal is to 
power the entire neighborhood.In place of defeating area bosses, one can substitute the powering of individual 
houses.In place of a sword and a firearm, the player has an electric stun gun and an energy scanner.A key feature of 
video games like Bloodborne is the gradual acquisition of abilities and artifacts that allow the player to defeat the 
bosses.These abilities and artifacts are acquired through exploration and encounters.In terms of the Virtual Energy 
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World, though exploration, a player can find keys that unlock houses, which are scattered throughout the 
neighborhood or inside other houses.Houses vary in terms of energy requirements as determined by the 
appliances.Once inside a house, a player must note the appliances, scan their wattage requirements, then go out and 
find the necessary levels of energy. Note that this scanning and searching for energy, fulfills the educational 
requirements for the video game. Energy can be found by searching the neighborhood for (e.g.) batteries, or 
defeating energy vandals (to be developed) with the stun gun, that also serves as an energy harvester.One can defeat 
vandals using a similar eye-hand coordination strategy as Bloodborne’s—waiting for the vandal to make a move, 
and then countering with the stun gun.As the player progresses, the houses have increased energy requirements and 
vandals become more difficult, but this is offset by the upgrades players can acquire through exploration and 
encounters.
5. Discussion
I have demonstrated that analyzing a popular video game and then abstracting the avatar, tools, goals, and actions 
as a frame, can suggest ways of transforming a rather dull educational simulation into a fun & educational video 
game.The method consists of four steps:
1. Identify a fun video game.
2. Analyze the actions and goals that players must perform—along with a player’s avatar and tools used—and 
abstract them as variables in a frame. This frame is what I call the “fun conceptual system”.
3. Describe the instructional concepts you want the player to learn.This is the “instructional conceptual system”.
4. Blend the fun conceptual system (step 2) with the instructional conceptual system (step 3), by substituting actions 
and objects.
I applied the method to a popular fantasy-action role-playing game—From Software’s Bloodborne—and 
abstracted anavatar-tool-goal-action frame, which I then blended with values from my 3D energy simulation, the 
Virtual Energy World. I believe this frame is a general one and can be reused to make any dull educational game 
more entertaining, with appropriate substitutions.
The resulting design appears more fun, and my research team is currently implementing it.However, further 
research is needed to determine if the resulting game is indeed both educational and fun, and to find other possible 
avatar-tool-goal-action frames.A major flaw of the method is that it does not indicate how to gradually increase 
abilities and artifacts, especially when one blends different actions and objects. Nevertheless, the overall method 
results in a design framethat has the potential to transform simulations into fun and instructional video games.
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